
Understanding Your Breed

The first question you may want the answer to is: How much is my breed worth? 
The truth is that all breeds vary in price, depending on the circumstances in 
which they are sold. 

One thing is for certain and that is that ʻpriceʼ doesnʼt necessarily reflect quality! 
Until recently, a prominent breeder of Partridge Wyandotte bantams was selling 
surplus stock for £15 a bird, when lesser specimens were fetching £20 and 
above at auction. 

Over 10 years ago, some Rare Breeds Centres were selling poor-quality Laced 
Wyandottes for £40 per bird. This was unheard of among breeders whose 
average price for good stock was more like £20 per bird at the time.

Often, people bemoan the prices charged by breeders who are at the top of 
their game, which is somewhat perplexing. If you are serious about wanting the 
best possible stock, the initial outlay should never be a consideration. 

The price you pay for ignoring this advice and settling for average stock will 
prove much more costly. Good stock should be ʻpricelessʼ because you are 
buying in decades worth of committed breeding by dedicated fanciers, and the 
ultimate shortcut.

Many breeders wonʼt sell hatching eggs, which is understandable, but most are 
willing to sell on surplus stock at the end of each year. Only a few have a strict 
policy of not letting any stock go in fear of being beaten at the shows. However, 
such people often come unstuck after losing their birds to the fox or some other 
unfortunate means.

David Speakʼs magnificent Ancona Bantams - the male was Club Show Champion 2010



Understanding Breed ʻTypeʼ

Most breeds have a definitive shape that, when correct, is most desirable among 
those wishing to produce perfect show specimens. 

However, some breeds are ʻsubjectiveʼ when it comes to the precise shape 
required and one such example is the Orpington. Since its creation in 1886, the 
breed has become progressively ʻfluffier.ʼ  So much so, that a difference can be 
noted in the last 10 years. Today, many specimens have such an abundance of 
feather that only the toes can be observed on the feet. This is in contrast to 10 
years ago where British Orpingtons tended to show an inch or so of leg where 
the thigh fluff ended.

A colour to be accused of being too ʻfluffyʼ is the White Wyandotte, and many 
people believe they to have too much feather compared to the other colours. 
However, as with the Orpingtons, such specimens always fill the eye (and show 
pen) and are difficult to ignore. 

Though it may be incorrect, sometimes the birds which conform to the ʻidealʼ in 
terms of shape, feather and weight, just donʼt have that ʻwow factorʼ which 
makes fanciers and judges alike take note.

So what is ʻtype?ʼ The word is used among fanciers of all forms of livestock and 
refers to the qualities that make for an overall sight that is either pleasing, ʻgood 
typeʼ or displeasing, ʻpoor type.ʼ It refers to conformation, balance and most 
importantly, shape. As alluded to earlier, without the correct ʻtypeʼ you donʼt have 
a breed. Thereʼs a saying in the fancy that goes: ʻI want to build my house 
before I decorate itʼ which perhaps quite obviously refers to how shape should 
be correct before any feather pattern.

Nobby Wardʼs winning German Langshan Bantams: The female (left) wouldnʼt quite stand for
the camera, but the male (right) was very happy to display that much-desired ʻwine glassʼ type



A

Which of the below birds would you want in your breeding pen?

If the answer to the above question isnʼt immediately obvious, this is a good 
opportunity to study breed ʻtype.ʼ The correct answer is in the back page.

B



Understanding Your Breed

If we observe the 2 specimens on the previous page, one has been bred for 
utility purposes and the other for exhibition. Overlooking the fact that one is 
slightly out of condition, we should, from a show perspective, still be able to 
identify the better bird.

To the newcomer, the obvious visual differences between the two birds will be 
the plumage. However, understanding oneʼs breed goes a lot further than the 
conformation of its feathers. Aside from type, there are so many other factors to 
consider when learning about a breed and these include:

Size: Just how big should your breed be?
Markings: Are your birds displaying the best possible markings?
Comb: for example, how many serrations should it have (single comb) and is the 
back serration supposed to curve upwards or follow the line of the skull?
Leg colour: Should it be white, grey, yellow or any other type?
Leg length: Is your breed a short, medium or long legged?
Leg Feather: Should your breed have clean, sparse or fully feathered legs?
Eye colour: Should it be orange, green, solid black or any other type?
Depth of body: Should it be narrow, average or quite deep?
Angle of back (when viewed from the side): This is very important and the 
sillhouettes in the Breed Standards book offer great assistance.
Tail conformation: Should it be pinched, fanned out, sparsely-feathered, open 
or inbetween?
Wing Carriage: Should it be low and to the ground or carried high and tucked 
out of the way?
The answers to all of these questions can be found in the Poultry Club of Great 
Britain Standards book.

Simon Yorkʼs Yellow Dutch Bantam male that was Supreme Champion at the Scottish National 2011
This bird displays all the correct requirements for the Dutch breed and is an exemplary specimen



Understanding Your Breed

Thereʼs a line in a famous song that goes: ʻIf I hadnʼt seen such riches I could live 
with being poor....ʼ 

I think it is the same case in the above example. Many newcomers would be more 
than happy with the comb of bird A. That is, until they are blown out of the water 
(or should be) by the superior quality of the comb on bird B. Both males are large 
fowl Brown Leghorns and a breed that is required to have an ʻevenly-serratedʼ 
comb. Whilst bird A doesnʼt possess the worst comb to be displayed in this variety, 
it is certainly no match for bird B. 

The number of actual serrations on bird A might be correct, but their depth 
certainly isnʼt: look at bird B to see how the distance between the top of the head 
to the beginning of the spike is virtually the same distance as the beginning to the 
end of each spike (see below). Notice too the evenness of serrations and how the 
back spike follows the head on bird B. A good lesson for future breeders!
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***Back Page

                   Silhouettes from page… Which bird has the better type?

A B

If your attention was drawn to anything other than the type differences between 
the two pictures on page…(silhouetted above), then it is time to retrain your mind 
to a new way of thinking.

This is a case of ʻBuilding your house before you decorate it!ʼ Bird A is supposed 
to be a Wyandotte (Gold Laced) but fails miserably on type. The back-line would 
suit a breed such as the Welsummer rather than a Wyandotte. The flat back and 
pinched, ʻvertically protrudingʼ tail is all wrong for the Wyandotte breed.

The bird is all out of balance too - her legs are so far back that she looks as if she 
should tilt forward and fall over.

When it comes to feather pattern, bird A is once again an instant fail. Her markings 
are very ʻmossy,ʼ she has really bad ʻshaftinessʼ - where the feather shaft is much 
lighter than the rest of the feather, and her lacing is really narrow in the thigh area.

While most Laced Wyandottes suffer with a small degree of ʻmossʼ near the tail, 
the quantity on bird A is unacceptable. In many cases, this can be more of a 
problem after the first moult. The lesson is to breed from birds that have moulted - 
particularly varieties such as Laced Wyandottes.

Bird B, while obviously much better than bird A, could still do with improvement. 
Her wattles are rather long for a female and her eye colour is slightly lighter than 
desirable. Ironically, these are the only areas in which bird A excels.



Back-line and Underline

David Pownallʼs Black Orpington bantam that won ʻClub Show Championʼ at the Federation Show ʼ09
Her back-line and overall shape is as good as I have seen in Orpington bantams!

Any poultry photographer worth their salt wonʼt only be trying to capture the bird 
with itʼs head up on the photo stand, but will be paying great attention to the 
silhouette made by its back and underlines. 

I cannot stress enough the importance of ʻlinesʼ when it comes to breed type in 
poultry. For example, it isnʼt sufficient to think that an Orpington is merely a clean-
legged Cochin with a different leg colour. Granted both breeds are profusely-
feathered and to the newcomer could look quite similar. However, there is a marked 
difference in the back-lines of the two varieties. The Cochin has a slightly longer tail 
than the Orpington which curves downwards at the top.

The back-line and underline of a fowl are made up of its attributes such as correct 
skeletal structure together with the necessary proportion of feather in each 
respective part of the body.

Each breed has an ʻidealʼ silhouetted shape and this requirement shouldnʼt be 
underestimated. A Rhode Island Red has a specific back-line angle with a specific 
tail curvature that has to be correct. Many people make the mistake of overlooking 
these factors thinking that: ʻany old shape will do.ʼ

Breed type doesnʼt just refer to what a bird looks like from the side, it goes much 
further. Aside from the points mentioned on the previous pages, a good specimen 
has to be correct from all angles - not just the side! For example, the best 
Wyandottes have curved sides when viewed head on, as opposed to ʻflat sidesʼ 
seen in poorer specimens.  



The examples below show the importance of the study of a fowlʼs underline. Bird 1 
is a large fowl and although wasnʼt anywhere near as bad in the flesh, serves to 
demonstrate the appearance of a ʻcut awayʼ chest. 

When breeders and fanciers refer to a bird that is ʻcut awayʼ they mean the breast 
(or lack of it) as with bird 1, which in this case is a large fowl New Hampshire Red. 
The breast, when viewed from the side, looks like itʼs been cut off, hence the 
terminology.

The bantam bird in pic 2 shows a much better side angle and appears to have a 
rather full breast, especially compared to its large fowl counterpart to the left.

As alluded to, both specimens below were good birds and it is the unfortunate 
angle of the camera that has given the large fowl (bird 1) that ʻcut awayʼ look. 

This, in my opinion, emphasies the significance of understanding the ʻunderlineʼ of 
a fowl, not just the back-line.

ʻCut away fowlʼ donʼt improve with age and shouldnʼt be bred from, as they will 
only pass on the fault. There is nothing worse than an otherwise-good-specimen 
that is let down badly by a lack of breast.

1 2

New Hampshire Red cockerels - both of these are good specimens and winners for their respective
prominent breeders. The unfortunate camera angle of bird 1 has given the ʻcut away appearance


